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Press after each command to run the function
* Denotes a single-security function
** Denotes a multiple-security function

News
TOP Find top BLOOMBERG NEWS® stories
TOP BOND View top bond headlines
NI BONTOP View scrolling TOP Bond News
READ View Bloomberg's most read news
MNI Display most read news stories by topic
NSE Search news/reports/multimedia

Market Sector Menus
HYM Display a menu of high yield bond market functions
USGA Access a menu of functions related to U.S. government bonds
CBMU View the convertible main menu
LOAN View the syndicated bank loan menu
IRSM Access the fixed income derivatives menu

Fixed Income Monitors
BBAJ Access a British Banks' Association menu
IM Bond monitors by country
USSW Monitor fixed income market levels
WS Display/analyze/compare bond data
WG Monitor world interest rate swap matrices
WCDS Monitor global CDS pricing
WBI Monitor inflation-linked bonds
ILBA Inflation indicator
MARS Municipal auction rate calendar
USTI US Treasuries/US$ swaps

Historical Spreads
*RV Graph historical spreads
*RVM Graphs the historical spread to maturity
*RVD Graph historical spread by duration
*RVS Bond's relative value vs the swap curve
**HS Graph historical price spread and ratio
*HSA Display historical spread analysis
CRVD Assess relative value of an issuer's bonds
*CBS Display a list of comparable bonds

Yield Curves and Matrices
YCRV Perform yield curve analysis
FWCV Analyze projected forward rates
FMC Analyze fair market sector curves
FMCI Menu of world fair market indices
FMC5 Analyze fair market sector curve spreads
FMCH Displays multiple historical option-free yield curves for the municipal market
FMHS Calculate historical fair market curve spreads
MCA Compare yield curves and gauge the future of interest rates
VOL Historical/ implied volatilities and interest rates
ICUR Interpolated benchmark treasury yield

Bond Analysis
*YAS Bond prices based on yield curve spreads
ALLQ Monitor market information
*DAS1 Analyze option adjusted spread analysis
*ASW Calculate relative value of asset swaps
SWPM Creates/manage and store, mark-to-market options on interest rate swaps

Issuer Information
*DES Corporate securities description page
*CSRPR Current/historical fixed-income ratings
*ISSD Analyze issuer's financials operations
*CAIC Search for corporate actions
*DDIS Display a company's debt maturity profile
COV Learn what protections a bondholder/borrower has
AGGD Search for institutional exposure
RSKC Display company risk

Volatility Analysis
*HVG Graph historical price/yield volatilities
*HVT Display a historical price/yield volatility table
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Option Valuation
*OV  Calculate the value of fixed income options
*CWS  Analyze scenarios for a covered call position
*CWA  Display analysis for a covered call write position
*OVI  Display increases in trade volume

Total Return / Horizon Analysis
*TRA  Calculate the total return for a selected stock
*HZ1  Calculate total return horizon

Historical Data
GP    Graph historical prices
GY    Graph historical closing yields
HG    Analyze single name CDS curve trades
CDSH  Analyze CDS spread trends
CDHT  Analyze CDS curve shapes and trends

Electronic Trading
ET    Access a menu of electronic trading dealers
EMSX  Navigate the fixed income markets

Execution Management System, route equity orders.

Essentials
WRAP  What's New on Bloomberg
MSGM  Access a menu of message functions
PDF   Set personal defaults
EASY  Learn easy-to-use tips and shortcuts
BU    BLOOMBERG UNIVERSITY® - Training resources
BBXL  Bloomberg calculations in Microsoft® Excel
BERRY Bloomberg on your BlackBerry® device
ANY   Learn about BLOOMBERG ANYWHERE®